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Your local Afﬁniti supplier is:

The streamlined
bottom bar gives
perfect control,
easily locking into
position at any point.

intu blind collection

The INTU® Roller is also particularly
‘child safe’ eliminating all hanging
cord, loops or chain.

intu blinds

complete harmony

INTU® Blinds are the perfect partner for

Intu blinds are adjusted for optimum light,

UPVC windows and doors. Fitting seamlessly

shade and privacy via a streamlined bottom

Available in a wide range of Roller

within the existing frames, they allow tilt and

bar rather than a traditional chain. The

and Pleated fabrics as well as

turn windows and glazed doors to be

mechanism is hidden within a sleek cassette

Venetian slats.

operated as normal with the blind in place.

to appear in total harmony with the clean
lines of modern window systems. With no

Ideal for use in conservatories, the Intu blind

free hanging cords this is one of the safest

is installed without any drilling or screwing.

blinds that can be ﬁtted into your home.

Modern fabric technologies and a perfect ﬁt
improve the energy efﬁciency of UPVC

With over 300 gorgeous and practical roller

windows by minimising heat loss during

fabrics and 120 pleated fabrics to choose

winter and reducing heat gain during the

from, Intu blinds add the perfect ﬁnishing

summer to keep the termperature in your

touch to your UPVC windows, doors and

home ambient throughout the year.

conservatory. A wide range of colour
options are also available in 16mm and
25mm Venetian blinds. Even header rails

INTU® blinds also
provide outstanding
energy efﬁciency.

and bottom bar can be co-ordinated to
complement your UPVC frames with a
choice of white, brown or silver.

